Brilliant: Mankind Made in the Image of God

**Tuesday, Nov. 18, 7:30**, Totino Fine Arts Center, Room F2128, Univ. of Northwestern, 3003 N Snelling, Roseville

Early man is routinely portrayed as a knuckle-dragging, wife-beating, dimwitted ignoramus because it is assumed that he evolved from some sort of ape-like ancestor. Nothing could be farther from the actual truth. Every culture of the world displays the incredible intelligence of mankind from its very foundation. This talk explains how historical mysteries of the past confirm key biblical events such as the creation of mankind, the fall of creation, the worldwide flood, and the dispersion from Babel. Bruce Malone is a masterful speaker, you won’t want to miss this.

- A 12-foot bronze sculpture from ancient China showing key events from the garden of Eden.
- An ancient map showing the Antarctic coastline BEFORE it was covered by ice over a mile deep.
- Complex chemical glues developed by Neanderthals, mechanical bronze computational devices constructed by Greeks, brain surgery by the Incas, and working batteries by the Babylonians.

Have you considered…

**…that man was not primitive but was well advanced in knowledge and technology from the past.** For example, the ancient Egyptians had a color blue that was both beautiful and intense, not even fading under the severe sun. This color blue was used by the ancient Egyptians and then passed onto the Greeks and Romans. Around the 9th century AD the knowledge of how to manufacture it was lost. It was not until the 19th century when Pompeii was uncovered that a small pot of it was found. Egyptian Blue is calcium copper tetrasilicate. Samples contain silica, calcium oxide and copper oxide. These compounds were mixed together in fairly accurate amounts. This mixture then was heated to 1650 F (900C) for many hours. The ancient Egyptians used chemistry to create this intense non-fading color blue. Primitive? Hardly! God created Adam intelligent. In Genesis 4:20-22 mankind is described as having knowledge in livestock, metalworking and music. After the Flood, the tower of Babel was built and man was dispersed. Some of Noah’s descendants moved to Egypt and brought with them the knowledge and technology of the pre-flood world. This explains why ancient civilizations like Egypt seem to spring up overnight. This Egyptian Blue is a testimony that man was highly skilled right from the beginning giving proof that the Genesis account is true...

**…stop and consider God’s wonders. Job 37:14**


---

**Science Fair, February 14, 2015**

Students should be researching projects of interest and planning how to make it work. Early planning should greatly improve the results and increase their chance of winning a prize. Encourage your students to start soon. Rules and helps at [http://tccsa.tc/fair/index](http://tccsa.tc/fair/index).

**Writing Contest ends May 15, 2015**

We also offer a contest for K-12 writers. It’s want to encourage your kids to become science writers for future generations. For those growing up in the 50’s and 60’s there weren’t many creation resources available. [http://tccsa.tc/archives/contest/index](http://tccsa.tc/archives/contest/index).

**FIND US ON THE WEB**  [www.tccsa.tc](http://www.tccsa.tc)

- Dave Johnson, President david-johnson@usfamily.net
- Al Heitkamp, Secretary alrolene@aol.com
- Byron Twiss, Treasurer byrontwiss@msn.com
- Ross Olson, Webmaster ross@rossolson.org
- Russ McGlenn, Adventure Safaris russmcglenn@juno.com

**Coming Up . . .**

December—No meeting or newsletter
Jan. 20—Julie Von Vett, Incredible Creatures
Feb. 17—Shyla Allard, Teaching Kids to Think Biblically
Mar. 17—Bob Bonahoom, Did Dino’s Really Have Feathers?
Apl. 21—Dr. Clyde Billington,

Check for updates at [www.tccsa.tc](http://www.tccsa.tc)
Most of our programs are available on DVD from...  
Lehrke Productions  
8186 Hemingway Ave. S.  
Cottage Grove, MN 55016-3142  
(651)459-0325 Phone  
(651)458-9892 FAX  
linda@mntelevision.com

TCCSA’s STATEMENT OF BELIEF
We believe in God: The Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We believe that the Bible is the inspired Word of God, and that all of its assertions are historically and scientifically true in the original autographs; this means that the account of origins in Genesis is a factual presentation of actual historical truths.

We believe that the origin of matter and all basic types of living things, including man, came about through direct creative acts of God during the six-day creation week described in Genesis. Whatever biological changes have occurred since the creation week have accomplished only changes within the created kinds.

We believe that the great flood described in Genesis, commonly referred to as the Noachian Flood, was an historic event, world-wide in extent and effect.

We accept the account of the special creation of Adam and Eve as the first man and woman. Their subsequent fall into sin, by disobedience of God's direct command, is the basis for our belief in the necessity of a Savior for all mankind.

This newsletter is also available as an email? You not only receive your newsletter faster, we send a reminder a couple days before the meeting. If anything changes or we hear about a new activity, we put it in the reminder. Let us know if you would like to be included on our email list. We won’t share your information with anyone.

We’re on Facebook www.facebook.com/pages/TCCSA/110571272303973?ref=ts